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The Odeon hosting Myspace-themed emo prom

event Saturday
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On Saturday, Myspace Emo Prom will be taking over The Odeon for a throwback event. (Photo courtesy Taking Back Emo)
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CLEVELAND, Ohio - Cleveland concert venue The Odeon will be bringing back black nail

polish, straightened hair and angsty rock for one night only.

The MySpace Emo Prom event will be blasting old-school hits and emanating emo vibes on

Saturday, Oct. 28.

The event, which is hosted by Chicago tribute band Taking Back Emo and its traveling Emo

Prom Committee, is all about throwback emo culture. At the event, attendees can visit an

"emo salon stylist" for black painted nails, emo makeup and hair straightening. Contests will

determine the saddest poem, best dressed and the 2017 Emo Prom King and Queen.
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As far as the music goes, Taking Back Emo will perform covers of songs by Paramore, AFI,

Dashboard Confessional and more all night long.

Tickets to the event cost $10 for general admission and $25 for VIP and early access. The

event begins at 8 p.m.

"I figured it'd be something funny for the city and something nostalgic for The Odeon coming

out under rebranding," said Chris Stark, The Odeon's operations manager.

Stark said that the Odeon used to be an influential venue in Cleveland's emo scene, back

during the venue's heyday in the 1990s and 2000s. The venue featured shows by Weezer,

Metallica, Nine Inch Nails and more. "When I was first coming into music 17 years ago, it was a

place you wanted to play," said Stark.

The Odeon closed in 2006 and remained shuttered for nine years. It reopened in 2015. The

venue never regained its footing as a major venue, instead hosting niche metal and hip-hop

concerts.

https://www.facebook.com/TheOdeonConcertClub/
https://www.facebook.com/events/1690493544317148/
http://takingbackemo.com/
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However, this past July The Odeon started operating under new management with the goal of

hosting all genres of music.

The Myspace Emo Prom is a part of that mission; The Odeon has been selling tickets to the

event all month long, and expects 400-500 attendees. On Facebook, the event has over 5,200

people interested in the event and 700 people RSVP'd as attending.

Beyond the Emo Prom event, Stark is excited for a few upcoming concerts, particularly Drake

Bell on Dec. 1 and Hinder and Josh Todd & The Conflict on Nov. 21.

Stark is hopeful that he can put The Odeon back on the map as a major Cleveland music

venue. "We're trying to bring the city back into the East Bank of the Flats," he said. "We're

trying to get back, to when you think of a show, you automatically think of The Odeon."
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The Odeon is at 1295 Old River Rd., on the East Band of Cleveland's Flats.
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